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Global warming-

1, 2000

Evidence from satellite observations

C. Prabhakara
1 , R. Iacovazzi,Jr.2 , J.-M. Yoo3 , andG. Dalu4
Abstract. Observations made in Channel 2 (53.74 GHz) of
the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) radiometer, flown on-

to minimize such contamination,Spencerand Christy (1990,
here after SC) used the measurementsmade by the MSU
board sequential,sun-synchronous,
polar-orbiting NOAA op- radiometerin Channel2 (Ch 2) centeredover a narrow spectral
erational satellites, indicate that the mean temperatureof the interval near 53.74 GHz of the oxygen absorptionband. Each
atmosphereover the globe increasedduring the period 1980 to
Ch 2 observation reflects the vertically-weighted mean
1999. In this study, we have minimized systematicerrors in
temperature of the atmosphere,with a peak weight near the
the time seriesintroducedby satelliteorbital drift in an objec- mid troposphere, and is highly correlated with the surface
tive manner. This is done with the help of the onboardwarmtemperature. The study of SC revealedthat the MSU Ch 2 data
blackbody temperature, which is used in the calibration of the
have the potential to monitor global temperature. However,
MSU radiometer.
The corrected MSU Channel 2 observations
problems in the MSU Ch 2 global temperature time series,
of the NOAA satellite seriesreveal that the vertically-weighted arisingfrom mergingmeasurements
of independentsatellites,
global-mean temperature of the atmosphere, with a peak have been critically discussedin the studiesof Trenberth and
weight near the mid troposphere, warmed at the rate of
Hurrell (1997) and Hurrell and Trenberth (1997, 1998). Also,
0.13-t-0.05 Kdecade
-1 during1980 to 1999. The global recent studies (Christy et al., 1998 and Prabhakara and
warming deduced from conventionalmeteorologicaldata that Iacovazzi, 1999) have indicated that there are some systematic
have been corrected for urbanization effects agreesreasonably errors in the MSU data, and these errors have to be removed to
with this satellite-deduced
result.
infer the global temperaturetrend.
In this study, the time seriesof MSU Ch 2 data during the
period 1980 to 1999 is deducedfrom the sequentialsatellites
1. Introduction
NOAA 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 14. The morning satellites
in this sequence,NOAA 6, 10, and 12, have orbits with Local
Meteorological measurementsof air temperatureover land, Equatorial CrossingTime (LECT) around7am/7pm. The aftaken about a meter above the ground, and ocean surface temternoon
satellites, NOAA 7, 9, 11, and 14, have orbits
perature are commonly used in the estimation of global temwith LECT around2am/2pm.
perature and its long-term trend (see for e.g. Hansen et al.,
In order to avoid spuriouseffects due to satellite altitude
1996 and Jones et al., 1999).

However, since these conven-

tional data represent point values (i.e., not spatial averages)
they may overemphasizeadverse effects due to urbanization
(Hansen et al., 1999), land-use, and deforestation.
According to Gaffen et al. (2000), conventional meteorological data from radiosondesare "primarily operational observations,and it is not clear that they are of sufficientquality
for precise monitoring of climate change." The analysis of
Hurrell et al. (2000) also reinforcesthis viewpoint. For these
reasons, we are not comparing the global temperature trend
derived

here with that of radiosondes.

change with time, from the 11 measurementsof each MSU
cross-track scan we use only the nadir measurement
(Prabhakaraet al., 1998 and Wentz and Schabel,1998). From
all the nadir data of each satellite, we generate monthly-mean
Ch 2 temperature,T, averaged over the globe with cosine
weightingaccordingto latitude. In our analysis,when we need
to minimize the annual cycle in T, we introducethe 12-month

runningmeantemperature,
T*
2. MSU

Observations made by the Microwave Sounding Unit
(MSU) radiometer onboard NOAA operational polar-orbiting
satellites represent averages over radiometer footprints, each

of whichhasan areaof about104km2. Also,MSU datacoverage is uniform over land and ocean. For these reasons,satellite data are potentially valuable in monitoring global temperature.

Satellite radiometer measurementsof surface temperaturein
the infrared or microwave spectral regions are significantly
contaminatedby either cloudsor surfaceemissivity. In order
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data calibration

considerations

The MSU radiometer flown on operational satellites
NOAA 6 throughNOAA 14 is of theDicketype. This radiometer is designedto have calibration capability onboard the
satellitewith the help of two references- a warm blackbody
imbeddedin the instrumentandfree space.The temperature
of
the warm blackbody (TwB) is monitored by Platinum
Resistance
Thermometers
(PRTs), while free spaceis assumed
to have a temperatureof 2.7 K.

Conformingwith observations
madein a laboratorythermal vacuumchamber,NOAA hasdevelopedan empiricalMSU
calibrationequationthat is weakly non-linearto estimatethe
radiancereceivedfrom an object.The quantitiesthat enter this
equationare the warm-blackbodyand free-spaceradiances,as
well as the MSU radiometermeasureddigital countsof the a)
cold blackbody,b) warm blackbody,andc) object. For a brief
accountof the MSU instrumentand its calibrationprocedure,
seeMo (1995). In our study,we haveappliedthisprocedure

Papernumber2000GL011719.

(see also NOAA PODUG, 1998) to MSU observationsmade

0094-8276/00/2000GL011719505.00

from NOAA satellites to derive the radiance received from each
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Figure 3' SpuriousMSU Ch 2 TemperatureAnomaly Time
SeriesA and B and their trends. For clarity, Time SeriesA and
B are offset by 0.4 K.
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tion equation, such perturbationsmay lead to a systematic
time-dependent
calibrationerror, ec, in T.
Temporal
change
in T*WBof eachsatellite.
TheNOAA6 data
Also,
due
to
gradual
drift in the LECT of a satellite,thereis
gap is indicatedin the figures.
anothertime-dependenterror, ed, in T. This error arises
becauseof the earth'sdiurnal temperaturecycle. Thus, there is
imbeddedin the MSU temperaturedata a combinederror, e,
earth scene. For our purpose, this radiance is converted to
that is the sum of ec and ed. In this study, we estimate emFigure 1' a) Temporal change in LECT of each satellite, b)

brightness temperature.
The analysismade by Mo (1995) showsthat this empirical
calibration procedureleads to small systematicerrors in the
data that can be attributedto perturbationsin the temperature
of the warm or cold blackbodies. In Fig. l a, the monthlyaveragedLECT of each NOAA satelliteis shownto drift with
time, which is due to systematicchangesin orbital geometry.
From this figure, we may note that the morning satellites
drift slowly by about an hour toward the west (earlier local
time), while the afternoon satellites drift more rapidly
toward the east (later local time). Apparently, for each
satellite this changein LECT causesthe solar illumination on
the satellite to vary, and thereby perturbsthe thermal state of
the satellite. These thermal perturbationsare revealed by the
PRT data of the onboardwarm blackbody.

piricallythe combinederror e usingMSU observations
made
from co-orbiting satellites. We may note that Christy et al.
(2000) attemptto determinethe errors ec and ed separately.

They estimatethe diurnal-cycleerror ed usingthe difference
betweenthe data of the endpointsof the MSU cross-trackscan.
Also, they assumethat averagingthis differencefor the ascendingand descendinglegs of the satelliteorbitswill eliminate cross-swathbiases. We find that such averagingdoes not
eliminate cross-swathbiases. So, we don't apply Christy et
al.'s method to correct the MSU data for the drift-related errors.

Besides the error e in the MSU data of each satellite, there

are offsets,denotedby õT*, betweenthe dataof successive
satellites. In Fig. 2, we show the 12-month running mean

temperature,
T*, of eachsatelliteto revealqualitatively
the
inter-satellite
dataoffsetsõT*. As a prerequisite
to estimate
these inter-satellite data offsets, first we have to remove e

3. Diagnosis of time-dependent errors in MSU
data

from the data of each satellite.

Only then we can

remove
õT* andsplicethemulti-satellite
MSU Ch 2 datato get

a time series.The global temperaturetrend can be estimated
from such a time series. Splicing of successivesatellite data
temperatureof its warm blackbody,TwB, changesgradually is done using one year of overlap data, except in bridging
by a small amount(< 10 K) due to drift in LECT over a period NOAA 9 and 10. This particularoverlapconsistsof only three
monthsof data. Since the overlap between NOAA 7 and 9 is
of several years. This can be inferred by examinationof Fig.
very short (--. 45 days), these overlap data are not used to
l a, and the 12-month running mean of warm-blackbodytemperature,
T*w•, shownin Fig. lb. Sincewarm-blackbodybridgethedataof NOAA 7 and9. Instead,NOAA 6 datais used.
Note that the NOAA 6 data flow was interruptedin April of
temperatureis one of the parametersin the non-linear calibraWhile a satelliteis in orbit aroundthe earth, on averagethe
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The solidlinesrepresent
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ing the overlapperiod, we expectfrom Eq. 1 that the difference

1983, but was restoredin Octoberof 1985 to provide about a
year of overlapdatabetweenNOAA 6 and9 (seeFig. l a).
In orderto emphasizethe effect of e on the time series and
the trend,we generatetwo widely different20-year MSU Ch 2

records of NOAA 10, 11, 12, and 14 that this is not true, and

times series, A and B.

hence we infer there are drift-related

These two series contain different

number of years of uncorrected morning and afternoon
satellite data. Time SeriesA has the longest possibledata
record from afternoon satellites, 15 years; and 5 years of
data from morning satellites. Time Series B has the
shortest possible data record from afternoon satellites, 7
years; and 13 years of data from morning satellites. In
Fig. 3, we show anomaliesof T deducedfrom Time SeriesA
and B. The global temperature trend derived from A is

0.24 Kdecade-1

On the other hand, the trend from B is

•ST*betweenthetwo satellites
shouldbe equalto someconstant during that period. However, we know from the Ch 2
errors in these satellite

data. These drift-related errors are reflected by the term

S•ST*w•in Eq. 1. Froma separate
analysis
of thedataof the
threeindividualoverlapsmentionedabove,we find the slopeS

of theregression
linebetween•ST*and•ST*w• hasa mean
value of about0.03, with a variability of about 10%. We have
adopted this mean value of 0.03 for S to estimate the driftrelated

errors of all the satellites.

Based on the reasoningpresentedabove and the analysis
leadingto Eq. 1, we can quantify the drift-relatederror e(t) in

0.12 Kdecade
-1. Ideally,thetrendestimate
should
notdepend Ch 2 dataof a satellitewith the help of drift-relatedchangein
on the length of morning or afternoon satellite data.
T*w•. Forexample,
thiserrorin theCh 2 dataof NOAA 11,
This demonstratesthat becauseof e, the global temperature ell (t), canbeestimated
fromthefollowing
equation:
trendsfor Time SeriesA andB differ significantly.

ell(t)
) - T*
- S[T*llWB(t
4. Removal of time-dependent errors and
estimation of global temperature trend

In Eq. 2, to refers to the startingtime of the NOAA 11 satel-

lite, and t is somelater time. Note, ell(to) is equalto zero.

In Fig. lb, T*w• of eachsatellite
is shown
asa function
of
time.

For the morning

satellites, NOAA 6, 10, and 12,

T*WB variessystematically
with a tendencyto decrease
steeplyafter the first few years. This is clearly seen from the
relatively long time records of NOAA 6 and 12. However,

T*w• of the afternoon satelliies, NOAA 7, 9, 11, and
14, tendsto increasesystematicallywith time. We may point

out thatthe opposing
trendsin T*w• of themorning and
afternoon satellites are analogousto the time trend of the
drift in the LECT shownin Fig. l a. We find the correlationbe-

tween12-monthrunningmeanLECT and T*w• for the
morning satellites
ternoon

satellites,

correlations

indicate

is on average about 0.9. For the afthis correlation is about 0.96. These
a definite

connection

between

LECT

and

As seenin Fig. lb, T*wl• changes
by about8 K in five years
forNOAA11. If notcorrected,
thisleadstoan ell (t) of about
0.24 K by the end of the five-year data record. However, we
infer the cumulative error of all the satellitesis significantly

smallerthan0.24 K, because
of opposing
trendsin T*w• of
the morning and afternoon
satellites (see Fig. lb).
This inferenceis consistentwith the analysisof Time SeriesA
and B presentedin the previous section.
Using the mean value of S equal to 0.03, the monthly-mean
temperaturesT of each satellite are correctedfor drift-related
errorsfollowing the exampleof Eq. 2. The 12-monthrunning
mean of correctedT for each satelliteis shownin Fig. 2 with
dashed lines.

After correction, the intersatellite data offsets

are removed. When Time Series A and B (see Section 3) are
constructed in the above manner, the trends deduced from both

T*WB.
timesseriesare closeto 0.13 Kdecade
-1 andtheydifferby
In additionto thelink betweenT*w• andLECT,we also
about0.01 Kdecade
-1. Thisdemonstrates
thesensitivity
of the
findthatthedifference
•ST*w• betweenmorning andafternoon satellite data during the time period when they overlap with one another has useful information. Specifically,

trend to the recordlengthsof correcteddata usedto make these
two widely different time series.
We have also examinedthe sensitivityof the trend to the

•ST*w• is highlycorrelated
with thecorresponding
12-month
value of S. For Time Series A, we find when S is 0.027 that
runningmeanbrightness
temperature
difference,•ST*, of two
the trendis closeto 0.141 Kdecade
-1, while when S is 0.033
satellitesduring their overlap period. In Fig. 4, we show a

regression
relationship
between•ST*w•and•ST*takenfrom
a total of nine yearsof overlapdata of a) NOAA 10 and 11, b)

thetrendis closeto 0.118Kdecade
-1. Slightlylesssensitivity
to the value of S is found for Time Series B.

NOAA 11 and 12, and c) NOAA 12 and 14. Each of theseover-

lap datasetshas a systematicshift with respectto the other. In
Fig. 4, such systematicshifts have been eliminated. We find

thecorrelation
coefficient
between
thetwovariables,
[T*wB
and•ST*,takenfromthe threeoverlapsis 0.98 andthe slope
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of the regressionline is 0.031. We can expressthis regression relationship as:

•ST*= CO+S•ST*wB,

(1)

-0.5
MSU Trend:0.13 Kdecade
'1

-1

where the interceptis Co and the slopeS is equal to 0.031.
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thisanalysis,•ST*versus
•ST*wBof theremaining
threeoverlaps- NOAA 6 to 7, NOAA 6 to 9, andNOAA 9 to 10 - is not

1985

Figure 5:

Anomaly time series and trend of MSU Ch 2

done, as thoseoverlapsof T* WB or T* are of shorter global monthly-meantemperaturefor the time period 1980 to

duration.
If

there

are no drift-related

errors

in the Ch 2 12-month

running-meantemperaturemeasuredby both the satellitesdur-

1999 is compared with correspondinginformation deduced
from the conventionaldata analysismade by GISS. Note for
clarity that the MSU and GISS time seriesare offsetby 0.7 K.
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In Fig. 5, we show monthly-meantemperatureanomaliesof
Time SeriesA after correctionwith S equal to 0.03. From this
time series, we find that the vertically-weightedglobal-mean
temperatureof the atmosphere,with a peak weight near the

mid troposphere,
increasedby 0.13 Kdecade
-1 during the
period 1980 to 1999.
We estimate the total error in the global temperaturetrend
to be 0.05 Kdecade-1. This error includes uncertaintiesin the
overlap adjustmentbetweenNOAA 9 and 10, and the value of
S. It also includes errors introduced by variations of
hydrometeors in the atmosphere and surface emissivity (see
Prabhakara et al., 1995). With this error, the MSU estimate of

theglobaltemperature
trendis 0.13't-0.05Kdecade
-1.
In Fig. 5, we also show the surface temperatureanomaly
time series deduced by Goddard Institute for Space Studies
(GISS) from conventional data corrected for urbanization effects (see Hansen et al., 1999). This time-serieshas a trend of
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